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Experience is everything
The experience economy is upon us. It wasn’t long ago that the focus
of marketing to consumers was to “be found.” We’ve quickly moved
beyond that to a world where engagement is the key to success.
Hyper-personalized experiences anticipating consumer needs based
on the demographic data they present combined with their current and
previous behaviors is what has built today’s leading brands.
Data driven personalized experiences are found everywhere we
look. We see it with the likes of Amazon, Netflix, and Zappos, or with
financial brands like American Express, Bank of America, or CitiGroup,
and across every segment. The personalization offered to us on an
ongoing basis is so pervasive that we’ve begun to really notice more
when it’s lacking than when it is presented.
What does this mean for recruiting?
This shift to experience and the methods used by consumer-focused
brands hasn’t just changed expectations of how individuals will
purchase a product, select a credit card, or their next hotel stay, etc.
There is a new expectation for every experience on every site one
visits. This is as true in recruiting as it is anywhere brands touch
individuals.
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Experience is the future
Just as “being found” is now considered table stakes in consumer or
B2B marketing, it is equally true in recruitment. While your jobs being
discovered by candidates is important, processes like search engine
optimization and job ad distribution have been refined for decades and
will continue to evolve. The good news for employers, is that most all
applicant tracking systems are now leveraging decades of experience
integrating with job board and marketplace distribution. Focusing on
the shift to a more hyper-personalized candidate experience is more
plausible than ever.
The stakes are high.
Not only are employers risking losing candidates during an undesirable
experience, with 50% of job seekers abandoning the process
according to SHRM, but the 41% of candidates that rated their
experience with employers as negative stated that they were likely to
take their future customer experience elsewhere.

50%

of job seekers abandon the
application process online.
SHRM 2016

41%

of candidates with negative
experience will take their
customer relationships elsewhere.
2016 CandE
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Define journeys, not processes
The move to experience-focused recruiting doesn’t just require a new
technology platform, but a shift in mindset. The experience mindset
requires a move away from building a recruiting process with a number
of required steps that a candidate must go through, extracting data
from them as they pass through qualifying “gates.” This new mindset
requires building the candidate journey from the perspective of the
candidate, creating opportunities to mutually exchange value with the
candidate.
The key to building effective candidate journeys is personalization.
Just as consumer brands leverage what they know about their
visitors to create a personalized experience, so should recruitment
marketers. The more personalized the experience for the candidate,
the more likely they are to engage. Most importantly, they will have a
better overall experience and be better equipped to understand which
positions to apply for, and be open to sharing more information about
themselves as a part of the journey.
Personalized campaign journeys:
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Data: the key to personalization
In order to build an effective candidate journey employers need
seamlessly leverage data from several available places. We stress that
by “seamless” we mean without requiring the candidate to do the work
of pulling the information together for you.
Most employers are already sitting on, or have access to, ample data
to help personalize the candidate journey.
This data can be found in four places:
Existing private data found in places like your applicant tracking
systems, recruitment marketing platforms, and other HR tech platforms.
Communications data found in email and chat applications.
Social data found in a myriad of social sites, including profile data
and interests.
Behavioral data found in the interactions the candidate has with
your career site, landing pages, and from on-line and live events.
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Engaged candidates
create happy recruiters
By connecting these sources of candidate data, recruiters can then
leverage a more enriched candidate profile providing a more complete
picture of the candidate, their relationships within the employer, and
their fit across the organization.
Once the ability to capture this data is in place, a truly personalized
candidate experience can be designed.
Any given candidate’s interaction in your process with any given job
or bit of content can then trigger workflow that spans the spectrum
from making recruiters more effective to automating repetitive or high
volume tasks.
Modern recruiting technology can automatically identify candidate
status, automate communication or content for candidate nurturing,
allowing recruiters to focus time on engaged prospects.
As prospects engage with content and communications, the employer
not only earns access to more information, but can also engage even
further based on that perspective.
Building a personalized candidate experience:
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Leveraging the new
metrics of engagement
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Nurturing candidates
to engagement
Today, most recruiting teams apply one set of “funnel metrics” to their
candidates throughout the process. With the myriad of data points
captured via a personalized candidate journey employers can effectively
nurture prospective candidates to the right point of engagement for a
recruiter. Shifting recruiters’ focus to engaging with the right candidates.
As employers look at their prospective candidates, a modern recruitment
system will not just identify their source and status, it sheds light on
data points like:
•

Time as a prospect

•

Time engaged on any given message or piece of content

•

Time engaged on a job description

•

Common points of process abandonment and conversion

•

Most effective recruiter communications

These data points, and others, when looked at across the prospective
candidates pool, gives insight that can help hone recruiting brand,
strategy, and message.
Example: Recruiter leaderboard

Example: Sourcing effectiveness dashboard
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Rethinking talent pools
As employers have been forced to apply one set of “funnel metrics” to
all of their candidates pre-hire, the effort to build pools of prospective
candidates has been largely aspirational. This is mainly due to the
limited data available to employers in their applicant tracking systems
and via their career sites, resulting in efforts to “pool” candidates
based on their skills or positions of interest. This is the most basic, and
possibly least effective, way to organize candidates. It puts a finer point
on the visitor’s skillset, but doesn’t give the employer any insight into
who is less or more appropriate to receive a follow-on message, or of
what kind. Given these limitations, there has been a backlash in the
market regarding the relevance of talent pool creation.
A modern personalized candidate journey will open opportunities
to pool candidates based on myriad of data points and behaviors.
It will not only identify the candidates more or less receptive to
communication, and of what type. It opens the door for employers to
revisit their existing candidate database, enriching stale candidate
profiles, breathing life into an existing stale resource, creating the
opportunity to capitalize on previous efforts and spend.
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Blowing up the funnel
A modern data-driven candidate experience allows talent acquisition
leaders to look at their pre-hire metrics uniquely across prospective
candidates, active candidates, and internal candidates.
Simple source of hire metrics are taken to a new level altogether when
they can be correlated against recruiting strategies, campaigns, and
levels of candidate engagement.
For example, source of hire, without modern
recruiting technology, is one of the most
misleading recruiting metrics. Most existing
technologies apply the “last/most recent
source” to candidates. Given the myriad of
touchpoints a candidate will have before
converting to an applicant, it’s feasible for
them to have started with a Google search,
landed on a job board, visited your corporate
career-site, engaged with content, and then
actually applied after seeing a retargeted
ad somewhere else. Modern recruiting
technology is not only more effective in
sorting this out, it applies perspective to
where your most engaged candidates are
coming from, or what type of message is
more engaging for each unique source.

The modern candidate journey:
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Where to start
Before running out and evaluating modern recruitment marketing
technology, first look internally at the following:
Clearly identify the problem(s) you are trying to solve
Are candidates abandoning your process at a certain
point? Is your time to convert prospects to candidates low,
or can you track that at all? Are certain jobs converting
better than others? Are you getting low ratings on a
candidate experience survey? These issues, and any
combination of them, require distinct approaches to
recruitment marketing. Implementing any change like this
is more effective when you have identified where the early
wins need to take place. This builds momentum and a
good data set to move forward from.
What data assets do you currently have access to?
Visit the four core data sources - private data,
communication data, social data, and behavioral data
– what do you have access to today? What integrations
need to be built internally?
Benchmark your current candidate experience
Survey your candidates and employees about your
candidate experience using simple metrics that you
can then use to set goals and measure your new
experience against.
Do your homework
Talk to industry colleagues and participate in industry
conversations with those that have gone through, or
are going through, a similar process. From process to
technology, you can learn a lot from your peers.
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